
 

 
 

Why Share Your Data? To Gain Adaptive Intelligence 
By James Staten and Eve Maler 

Forrester’s latest research shows that business and IT leaders are putting a high priority on better business intelligence, 

but are going about it the wrong way. The approach is pragmatic and logical – but flawed. We first sift through our own 

data looking for insights that can help improve our products, delivery efficiency and customer desires. Then we buy data 

from third parties, and tap into public data sources that enhance our own data providing further insights into customer 

behavior. 

But the flaw in this thinking is that we only look at the data through our own 

lens. As a result, we can’t see clearly when customers are moving away from 

our offerings to things that look tangential. Nor can we identify customers 

coming from companies not on our competitive radar. And we fail to pick up 

on desires and values that would require new types of partnerships and new 

uses of our products that we hadn’t already thought up. We often miss what 

may be totally obvious to our clients and our partners – because we don’t 

involve them. 

If you want this type of purview, you have to change your business intelligence approach to one that leverages open 

collaboration – something we at Forrester call Adaptive Intelligence, where you share your data with third parties and 

encourage them to do the same, mash it all up and mix your different point of views to see what the data shows you. 

This is precisely what American Airlines Inc. did at South by Southwest earlier this year when it held a data hackathon 

around its flight information database. It provided an application programming interface (API) to an anonymized and 

aggregated set of data that developers could mash together with other information such as AT&T GPS ping data, 

weather and traffic information and other sources, and analyze from their point of view. The result? A massive amount 

of innovation that can spur American and a passel of mobile applications that can improve the passenger experience. 

American got a ton of new potential features it can add to its AA.com website and mobile applications such as AirPing, a 

feature that helps a passenger heading to the airport early know whether they have a shot at a standby seat on the next 

flight. 

Could American have come up with this capability on its own? Possibly. But by encouraging collaboration around its 

business data, it accelerates innovation, receives far more possible features than it could have directed its developers to 

create on their own and gets direct input and feedback on what its passengers would value – as the hackers participating 

don’t work for the airline, they fly on it. 

This is just a snapshot example of how Adaptive Intelligence can deliver outsized gains for your company. You may not 

choose a hackathon which requires exposing your data so broadly. You may favor, instead, a more controlled and 

focused collaboration model like Lowe’s Companies, Inc.’s Link, where the hardware and housewares retailer 

collaboratively mashes up its sell-through data with supplier-provided sales data to find anomalies in delivery that make 

both parties more efficient. 



“In retrospect, we didn’t realize how valuable that data would be to the vendors, or to us,” said Steve Stone, former CIO 

at Lowe’s, now a top executive at data analysis intelligence leader  Microstrategy . Stone said this collaboration helped 

the company find new ways to offer its products, identify flaws in selling methods and pinpoint anomalies of sales 

blockers found in some stores, but not in others. It also engendered more loyalty to Lowe’s from its suppliers and helped 

lead to creative collaboration on new products, services and loyalty efforts. “Providing that information to more eyes 

really helped us a lot.” 

By opening up various data sets to the public, New York City has seen innovations that have improved garbage 

collection, utilities efficiency and citizen safety. Sharing data for collaborative gain has become a big initiative in 

the United Kingdom over the past year and we are seeing a multitude of similar government efforts around the world, 

delivering significant Adaptive Intelligence gains for all involved. 

The big blocker to this more collaborative model:  fear of data getting misused or stolen. This is where good governance 

and data cleansing skills become crucial. If you don’t have these skills in-house, that’s where data aggregators and data 

markets can help. They provide API interfaces to your data that can programmatically control access, validate users and 

enforce your rules around data use, access and context. 

The financial market has been sharing data for a while now through a cloud-based data aggregator, Xignite, which 

provides a standard platform for sharing and a robust programmatic interface to the data market. NASDAQ and NYSE 

Euronext both leverage Xignite to provide real-time, historical and reference data to investment firms who use this to 

build better trading algorithms, analyze risk, build new investment services and products and better target potential 

clients. And many of these financial firms then turn around and sell their insights back to other financial firms via the 

same exchange. 

A key to Xignite’s success is its programmatic governance over data access via cloud-based APIs and its ability to support 

commercial access to data. Many companies are less interested in providing their data to the market for free; they want 

to capture the value of the data they provide, another benefit an API-based sharing model can deliver.  The advent of 

moneymaking APIs has led enterprises and API management platform vendors to get pretty good at run-time access 

control practices. After all, you can’t monetize data access if you can’t throttle its access. Industry-wide, the level of 

maturity around legal frameworks, data governance practices, data packaging skills, and integration know-how is low 

and thus there is strong need for API management platforms that enable this level of governance. This is a big reason 

API management platforms have become hot Wall Street commodities. Just this quarter Intel has acquired Mashery, CA 

bought Layer 7, MuleSoft took in ProgrammableWeb, and 3scale won a substantial new round of funding. 

This new approach to data sharing is the next big shift in business intelligence. In all aspects of business (and life) we can 

derive far greater value from having a more complete picture. When you visit the hospital, you get better care when the 

doctors share information about your medical history, what drugs you are taking and how they would interact with 

those they might prescribe. In retail, you can more accurately fulfill your customers’ needs if you know more about who 

they are, what they have bought from you before, what they can afford, and where they go next when they leave your 

store. 

What we are seeing is the very earliest stage in the development of a truly open data economy. And it’s time CIOs and 

CMOs aligned the priority around this. The number-one technology initiative business executives are asking IT to 

prioritize over the next 12 months is “improve the use of data and analytics to make better business decisions,” 

according to Forrester’s Q4 2012 Forrsights survey of business decision-makers. You need to get informed about how to 

bring Adaptive Intelligence to your company. 
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